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Abstract
In this paper, we outline geometrical proof of the generalized mirror transformation of genus 0
Gromov-Witten invariants of degree k hypersurface in CPN−1.
1 Introduction
1.1 Notation and Our Motivation
In this paper, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1
w(OhaOhb)0,d − w(OhN−3−(k−N)dO1)0,d
= 〈OhaOhb〉0,d +
+
d−1∑
g=1
∑
σg∈Pg
S(σg)〈OhaOhb
l(σg)∏
i=1
Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g ·
(l(σg)∏
i=1
w(OhN−3+(N−k)giO1)0,gi
k
)
,
(a+ b = N − 3 + (N − k)d). (1.1)
First, we explain notations that appear in the above theorem.
〈OhaOhb〉0,d is the two pointed genus 0 degree d Gromov-Witten invariant of degree k hypersurface
in CPN−1. It is defined as an intersection number of M0,2(CP
N−1, d), the compactified moduli space of
stable maps of degree d from genus 0 semi-stable curve to CPN−1:
〈OhaOhb〉0,d =
∫
M0,2(CPN−1,d)
ctop(E
k
d) ∧ ev
∗
1(h
a) ∧ ev∗2(h
b), (1.2)
where h is the hyperplane class in H∗(CPN−1,C) and evi : M0,2(CP
N−1, d) → CPN−1 (i = 1, 2)
is the evaluation map at the i-th marked point. E
k
d is the vector bundle on M0,2(CP
N−1, d) that im-
pose the condition that image of the stable map is contained in the hypersurface. 2 + l(σg)-pointed
1
Gromov-Witten invariants 〈OhaOhb
∏l(σg)
i=1 Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g is also defined as an intersection number of
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g) in the same way as 〈OhaOhb〉0,d.
In [9], we introduced the compactified moduli space of quasi maps from CP 1 with two marked points
(0 and ∞) to CPN−1 of degree d, which we denote by M˜p0,d(N, d). See [9] and [21] for details of
construction. w(OhaOhb)0,d is an intersection number of M˜p0,d(N, d) defined by,
w(OhaOhb)0,d =
∫
M˜p0,2(N,d)
ctop(E˜
k
d ) ∧ ev
∗
0(h
a) ∧ ev∗
∞
(hb), (1.3)
where ev0 and ev∞ is the evaluation maps at 0 and ∞ respectively and E˜
k
d is the vector bundle on
M˜p0,d(N, d) which has the same geometrical meaning as E
k
d. In [21], Saito constructed explicit toric data
of M˜p0,d(N, d) and showed that it is a compact toric orbifold. Moreover, he showed that its Chow ring
is generated by d+ 1 divisor classes H0, H1, · · · , Hd that satisfy the following relations,
(H0)
N = 0, (Hi)
N (2Hi −Hi−1 −Hi+1) = 0 (i = 1, 2, · · · , d− 1), (Hd)
N = 0. (1.4)
In [9], we showed that w(OhaOhb)0,d is written in terms of the Chow ring.
w(OhaOhb)0,d =
∫
M˜p0,2(N,d)
(H0)
a
(∏d
j=1 e
k(Hj−1, Hj)∏d−1
j=1 (kHj)
)
(Hd)
b, (1.5)
where ek(x, y) =
∏k
j=0(jx+ (k − j)y). Therefore, we can compute w(OhaOhb)0,d explicitly.
Lastly, Pg is set of partitions of positive integer g:
Pg = {σg = (g1, · · · , gl(σg)) | 1 ≤ g1 ≤ g2 ≤ · · · ≤ gl(σg),
l(σg)∑
j=1
gj = g }. (1.6)
For a partition σg ∈ Pg, we define multiplicity mul(i, σg) of σg as follows.
mul(i, σg) = (number of subscript j that satisfies gj = i). (1.7)
Then combinatorial factor S(σg) in (1.1) is given by,
S(σg) =
g∏
i=1
1
(mul(i, σg))!
. (1.8)
Generalized mirror transformation was first observed in [10] for low degrees and was generalized to
arbitrary degree in [11] in the context of virtual structure constants [12]. Rigorous proof of generalized
mirror transformation was given by Iritani [8] by using Birkhoff factorization technique invented by Coates
and Givental [1] and also by Guest [6]. But these results are based on three pointed Gromov-Witten
invariants or J-function and process of explicit computation was quite complicated.
Later, we found that fundamental invariants to describe generalized mirror transformation are two
pointed Gromov-Witten invariants. Therefore, we present here the version given in (1.1) that is written
in terms of 〈OhaOhb〉0,d and w(OhaOhb)0,d. We think that it is the most compact form of the general-
ized mirror transformation for small quantum cohomology ring. As for big quantum cohomology ring,
generalized mirror transformation of projective hypersurfaces was conjectured in [15] and this version is
much simpler for explicit computation of Gromov-Witten invariants.
In this paper, we give a geometrical proof of the generalized mirror transformation for small quantum
cohomology ring. The word “geometrical” means that we do not use localization technique. Instead, we
go back to our original motivation given in [14]. That is to say, “generalized mirror transformation
is nothing but the process of removing contributions of quasi maps that are not actual maps
from CP 1 to CPN−1”. Our proof given in this paper contains some heuristic discussions but it clarifies
geometrical meaning of the generalized mirror transformation.
2
1.2 Usage of Theorem 1 and Historical Background of Quasimap
We explain briefly usage of Theorem 1. Let us first discuss the case of Fano hypersurface with N −k ≥ 2.
Since N − 3− (k −N)d > N − 2 (d ≥ 1), (1.1) reduces to the following equality,
w(OhaOhb)0,d = 〈OhaOhb〉0,d. (a+ b = N − 3 + (N − k)d). (1.9)
This saids that Gromov-Witten invariant is correctly evaluated by using the moduli space of quasimaps
M˜p0,d(N, d). This fact was implied in [13] and fundamentally proved by Givental [4]. Explicit statement
of the above equality was given in [12] in terms of the virtual structure constant:
L˜N,k,dn =
d
k
w(OhN−2−nOhn−1+(N−k)d)0,d. (1.10)
The above equality was proved for arbitrary N and k in [9].
If N − k = 1, the above equality is slightly modified only in the d = 1 case.
w(OhaOhb)− w(OhN−2O1)0,1 = w(OhaOhb)− k · k! = 〈OhaOhb〉0,1. (a+ b = N − 2). (1.11)
It was also fundamentally proved in [4] and explicitly stated in [2].
In the case of N = k where the hypersurface is a Calabi-Yau hypersurface, we introduce the following
generating function:
w(OhaOhb)0,d(x) := kx+
∞∑
d=1
w(OhaOhb)0,de
dx (a+ b = N − 3). (1.12)
In [9], we proved the following equality:
w(OhN−3O1)0,d(x) = k
(
x+
w1(x)
w0(x)
)
=: kt(x),
(w0(x) =
∞∑
d=0
(kd)!
(d!)k
edx, w1(x) =
∞∑
d=1
(kd)!
(d!)k
(
d∑
i=1
k−1∑
l=1
l
i(ki− l)
)edx), (1.13)
where t(x) is nothing but the mirror map (in physics terminology, redefinition of the coupling constant of
the Gauged Linear Sigma Model) used in the mirror computation of genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants
of the Calabi-Yau hypersurface. Then Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following equality:
〈OhaOhb〉0,d(t(x)) := kt(x) +
∞∑
d=1
〈OhaOhb〉0,de
dt(x) = w(OhaOhb)0,d(x). (1.14)
Therefore by combining the results given in [9] and [12], Theorem 1 gives a proof of the mirror theorem of
genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants of the Calabi-Yau hypersurface. Of course, the mirror theorem in this
case was already proved in [4] and [17], but their treatment of the mirror transformation (1.14) is quite
analytic or complicated. Therefore, geometrical meaning of the mirror transformation from the point of
view of quasimap is not clear in these works. Our proof of Theorem 1 provides a short and geometrically
clear proof of the mirror theorem of the Calabi-Yau hypersurface.
In the N − k < 0 case where the hypersurface is general type, Theorem 1 enables us to write down
〈OhaOhb〉0,d (a+ b = N − 3 + (N − k)d) in terms of the virtual structure constant L˜
N,k,d′
n (d
′ ≤ d). The
process is briefly given as follows. Fiist, note that the equality:
d〈OhaOhb〉0,d = 〈OhaOhbOh〉0,d. (1.15)
According to the reconstruction theorem of Kontsevich-Manin [16], we can compute all the multi-point
genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants 〈
∏n
j=1Ohaj 〉0,d′ (d
′ ≤ d) from the initial data 〈OhaOhbOh〉0,d′ (d
′ ≤
d).@Moreover, in the d = 1 case, Theorem 1 gives us,
〈OhN−2−nOhn−1+(N−k)〉0,1 = w(OhN−2−nOhn−1+(N−k))0,d − w(OhN−3−(k−N)O1)0,d
= k(L˜N,k,1n − L˜
N,k,1
1+k−N ). (1.16)
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Hence by induction of d, we can express 〈OhaOhb〉0,d (a+ b = N − 3 + (N − k)d) in terms of the virtual
structure constant L˜N,k,d
′
n (d
′ ≤ d) with the aid of the equality (1.10). This procedure derives all the
conjectures given in [10] and [11], and completes the proof of the genus 0 mirror theorem for general
type hypersurfaces in our formulation. The intersection number w(OhN−3−(k−N)dO1)0,d also appears as
the expansion coefficient of the mirror map of big quantum cohomology ring in the context of Iritani [8],
but his proof is also quite analytic. Therefore, our proof clarifies geometrical meaning of the generalized
mirror transformation also in this case.
Lastly, we briefly review historical background of the theory of quasimap. The idea of quasimap
was first introduced by Witten [22] and was also used by ourselves [14] in order to derive the leading
term of the (N − 2)-point genus 0 correlation function of Calabi-Yau hypersurface in CPN−1. Then
this idea was realized as Gauged Linear Sigma Model [22, 20] in physics terminology and studied in the
context of quantum field theory. This line of study was extended to the cerebrated work of Morrison and
his collaborators [7]. It seems that they succeeded in deriving hypergeometric series used in the mirror
computation from the context of Gauged Linear Sigma Model, but derivation of redefinition coupling
constant was not done. Relation between the mirror transformation and the procedure of removing
contributions from quasimaps that are not actual maps (in the context of [18, 19], these are called freckled
instantons) was qualitatively suggested in [22, 4, 18, 19], but these works lacks quantitative derivation of
the mirror transformation. We think that key of quantitative derivation of the mirror transformation is
the intersection number:
w(OhN−3−(k−N)dO1)0,d, (1.17)
which does not vanish even with the trivial operator insertion O1. The reason why it does not vanish only
comes from our construction of the moduli space M˜p0,d(N, d). This fact enables us to write down the
following short proof of the generalized mirror transformation. Of course, M˜p0,d(N, d) is also indepen-
dently constructed by Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim [3]. But their idea of construction is based on stability
condition and quite different from our construction. Hence their derivation of the mirror transformation
is quite different from ours. We hope that relation between the two different approaches of construction
of the moduli space of quasi maps will be clarified in the future.
As for mirror symmetry of general type hypersurface, Landau-Ginzbrug model is considered as its
mirror counterpart [23]. In [5], coincidence of hodge numbers of general hypersurface and corresponding
Landau-Ginzbrug model is shown. Relation between intersection number of moduli space of quasi maps
and Landau-Ginzbrug model seems to be also important.
AcknowledgmentWe would like to thank Dr. Hayato Saito for discussions. Our research is partially
supported by JSPS grant No. 17K05214.
2 Proof of Theorem 1
As was shown in [9], M˜p0,2(N, d) has the following stratification.
M˜p0,2(N, d) =
d∐
l=1
∐
0=d0<d1<···<dl−1<dl=d
(
Mp0,2(N, d1 − d0) ×
CPN−1
· · · ×
CPN−1
Mp0,2(N, dl − dl−1)
)
.
(2.18)
Let us consider the stratum of highest dimension,
Mp0,2(N, d) = {(a0, a1, · · · , ad) | ai ∈ C
N , a0 6= 0, ad 6= 0 }/(C
×)2, (2.19)
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where the two C× actions are given by,
(a0, a1, · · · , ad−1, ad)→ (λ
da0, λ
d−1a1, · · · , λad−1, ad),
(a0, a1, · · · , ad−1, ad)→ (a0, νa1, · · · , ν
d−1ad−1, ν
dad). (2.20)
[(a0, a1, · · · , ad−1, ad)] represents a rational map ϕ(s : t) = piN (
∑d
j=0 ajs
jtd−j) from CP 1 to CPN−1
modulo C× action on CP 1 that fixes 0 = (0 : 1),∞ = (1 : 0) ∈ CP 1:
(s : t)→ (s : λt). (2.21)
Here, piN : C
N \ {0} → CPN−1 is the projective equivalence. Note that
∑d
j=0 ajs
jtd−j is factorized into
the following form up to C× multiplication.
d∑
j=0
ajs
jtd−j =
(l(σg)∏
j=1
(βjs− αjt)
gj
)
·
(d−g∑
j=0
cjs
jtd−g−j
)
, (2.22)
where piN (
∑d−g
j=0 cjs
jtd−g−j) defines a well-defined map from CP 1 to CPN−1.
Since a0, ad 6= 0, it follows that zj := (αj : βj) never coincides with 0 and ∞ in CP
1. These distinct
points (zj (j = 1, · · · , l(σg))) also represent points where ϕ(s : t) is ill-defined. Since [(a0, a1, · · · , ad−1, ad)]
represents ϕ(s : t) modulo the C× action on CP 1, configuration of zj ’s should be considered modulo the
C× action given in (2.21).
We can easily see that the factorization in (2.22) is invariant under permutation of zj’s with subscript
j that has the same value of gj . With these considerations, we obtain the following decomposition of
Mp0,2(N, d).
Mp0,2(N, d) =
d∐
g=0
∐
σg∈Pg
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g, σg). (2.23)
In the above decomposition, M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g, σg) is uncompactified moduli space of degree d− g
holomorphic map from CP 1 to CPN−1 with 2+l(σg) distinct marked points divided by
∏g
i=1 Sym(mul(i, σg))
action.
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g, σg)
:= {[
(
piN (
d−g∑
j=0
cjs
jtd−g−j), (0,∞, z1, z2, · · · , zl(σg))
)
]}/
( g∏
i=1
Sym(mul(i, σg))
)
. (2.24)
In the above definition, the tuple
(
piN (
∑d−g
j=0 cjs
jtd−g−j), (0,∞, z1, z2, · · · , zl(σg))
)
is considered modulo
the C× action on CP 1 and the symmetric group Sym(mul(i, σg)) permutes zj ’s that satisfy gj = i.
Let Ekd be a vector bundle onMp0,2(N, d) that impose on ϕ ∈Mp0,2(N, d) the condition that ϕ(CP
1)
is contained in a generic degree k hypersurface in CPN−1. Ekd is extended to a rank kd+1 vector bundle
E˜kd on M˜p0,2(N, d). Then we introduce the following intersection number of M˜p0,2(N, d).
w(OhaOhb)0,d =
∫
M˜p0,2(N,d)
ctop(E˜
k
d ) ∧ ev
∗
0(h
a) ∧ ev∗
∞
(hb).
(a+ b = N − 3 + (N − k)d) (2.25)
In the above definition, ev0 and ev∞ are the evaluation maps at (0 : 1) = 0 and (1 : 0) =∞ respectively.
On the locus M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d − g, σg), the condition that the section of E˜
k
d induced from defining
equation of the hypersurface vanishes, lowers the dimension only by k(d− g) + 1. Hence if k(d− g)+ 1+
N − 3+ (N − k)d = N − 2+Nd− kg ≤ N − 1+N(d− g)+ l(σg)− 1⇐⇒ (k−N)g+ l(σg) ≥ 0, this locus
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contributes to the intersection number. Moreover, if (k−N)g+ l(σg) > 0, we have excess intersection on
the locus. In order to evaluate the contribution from the excess intersection, we introduce “perturbation
space” defined as follows.
M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg)
:=

M0,2+l(σg)(CPN−1, d− g)
(l(σg)∏
i=1
( ×
CPN−1
M˜p0,2(N, gi))
) /( g∏
i=1
Sym(mul(i, σg))
)
. (2.26)
where M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d−g) is the uncompactified moduli space of holomorphic maps from CP 1 with
2 + l(σg) marked points to CP
N−1,
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g) := {[
(
piN (
d−g∑
j=0
cjs
jtd−g−j), (0,∞, z1, z2, · · · , zl(σg))
)
]}, (2.27)
and the i-th fiber product is defined via the following diagram.
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g)
evi−→ CPN−1
ev0←− M˜p0,2(N, gi). (2.28)
In the above diagram evi is the evaluation map at zi.
∏g
i=1 Sym(mul(i, σg)) permutes zj together with
×CPN−1 M˜p0,2(N, gj) in the same way as the definition of M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g, σg).
Let us explain geometrical meaning of M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg). We introduce new homogeneous coordinates
(s˜ : t˜) := (βis − αit : t) of CP
1. When
∑d
j=0 ajs
jtd−j is factorized in the form given in (2.22), it is
written in terms of the new homogeneous coordinates as follows:
d∑
j=gi
a˜j s˜
j t˜d−j = s˜gi
( d∑
j=gi
a˜j s˜
j−gi t˜d−j
)
, (a˜gi , a˜d 6= 0). (2.29)
Therefore, deformation of this quasi map is given by,
gi∑
j=0
a˜j s˜
j t˜d−j = t˜d−gi
( gi∑
j=0
a˜j s˜
j t˜gi−j
)
, (2.30)
which can be considered as a point in M˜p0,2(N, gi). Since a˜gi appears both in (2.29) and (2.30), we use
fiber product ×CPN−1 . Moreover, the quasi map
∑gi
j=0 a˜j s˜
j t˜gi−j should be regarded as a quasi map from
different CP 1 component attached to the original CP 1 at zi. Conventionally, we regard (s˜ : t˜) = (1 : 0)
as 0 and (s˜ : t˜) = (0 : 1) as ∞ on this component.
Dimension of M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg) is given by,
N − 1 +N(d− g)− 1 + l(σg) +
l(σg)∑
i=1
(N − 2 +Ngi)− l(σg)(N − 1)
= N − 2 +Nd = dimC(M˜p0,2(N, d)). (2.31)
Hence this space can give us non-vanishing result. We can evaluate the contribution from M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg)
to the intersection number w(OhaOhb)0,d because the vector bundle E˜
k
d is easily extended to M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg).
It is given as follows.∫
M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N,d,σg)
ctop(E˜
k
d ) ∧ ev
∗
0(h
a) ∧ ev∗
∞
(hb)
= 〈OhaOhb
l(σg)∏
i=1
Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g
(l(σg)∏
i=1
w(OhN−3+(N−k)giO1)0,gi
k
)( g∏
i=1
1
(mul(i, σg))!
)
. (2.32)
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In deriving the above formula, we used splitting axiom of the fiber product:
×
CPN−1
under M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d− g)
evi−→ CPN−1
ev0←− M˜p0,2(N, gi)
←→
1
k
N−2∑
a=0
ev∗i (h
a) ∧ ev∗0(h
N−2−a). (2.33)
〈OhaOhb
∏l(σg)
i=1 Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g is the Gromov-Witten invariant of the hypersurface which is defined by,
〈OhaOhb
l(σg)∏
i=1
Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g
:=
∫
M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1,d−g)
ctop(E
k
d−g) ∧ ev
∗
0(h
a) ∧ ev∗
∞
(hb)
l(σg)∧
i=1
ev∗i (h
1+(k−N)gi). (2.34)
In the above formula, the moduli space M0,2+l(σg)(CP
N−1, d − g) is not compactified. But note that
compactification is merely a conventional way to compute intersection numbers. The last factor of the
r.h.s. of (2.32) appears as the effect of dividing by the group
∏g
i=1 Sym(mul(i, σg)). In the d = g case,
〈OhaOhb
∏l(σg)
i=1 Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,0 vanishes if l(σg) is greater than 1. If l(σg) = 1, we have,
〈OhaOhbOh1+(k−N)d〉0,0 = k. (2.35)
Of course, we can introduce perturbation spaces for the lower dimensional strata of M˜p0,2(N, d), but
they are irrelevant to the intersection number because they have positive codimensions.
In this way, we obtain the following equality:
w(OhaOhb)0,d
= 〈OhaOhb〉0,d
+
d−1∑
g=1
∑
σg∈Pg
〈OhaOhb
l(σg)∏
i=1
Oh1+(k−N)gi 〉0,d−g
(l(σg)∏
i=1
w(OhN−3+(N−k)giO1)0,gi
k
)( g∏
i=1
1
(mul(i, σg))!
)
+w(OhN−3+(N−k)dO1)0,d. (2.36)
This is nothing but the generalized mirror transformation given in (1.1) !
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A Some Comments on the Perturbation Space
In this part, we add some comments on background idea of construction of the perturbation space:
M˜p
pert.
0,2 (N, d, σg)
=

M0,2+l(σg)(CPN−1, d− g)
(l(σg)∏
i=1
( ×
CPN−1
M˜p0,2(N, gi))
) /( g∏
i=1
Sym(mul(i, σg))
)
. (A.37)
As was suggested in (2.29), the vector valued polynomial
∑d
j=gi
a˜j s˜
j−gi t˜d−j defines a quasi map in
Mp0,2(N, d − gi). If we regard (s˜ : t˜) as the original homogeneous coordinates (s : t) used in the con-
struction of M˜p0,2(N, d), the quasi map s
gi
(∑d
j=gi
a˜js
j−gitd−j
)
corresponds to the following boundary
components of M˜p0,2(N, d),
gi∐
l=1
∐
0=d0<d1<···<dl−1<dl=gi
(
Mp0,2(N, d1 − d0) ×
CPN−1
· · · ×
CPN−1
Mp0,2(N, dl − dl−1) ×
CPN−1
Mp0,2(N, d− gi)
)
= M˜p0,2(N, gi) ×
CPN−1
Mp0,2(N, d− gi). (A.38)
Of course, the part M˜p0,2(N, gi)×CPN−1 is not contained in the original M˜p0,2(N, d). But by applying
M˜p0,2(N, gi)×CPN−1, we can create the perturbation without changing
∑d
j=gi
a˜j s˜
j−gi t˜d−j that produces
the corresponding boundary components of M˜p0,2(N, d) in case that we regard zi = (αi : βi) (⇐⇒
(s˜ : t˜) = (0 : 1)) as the 0 = (0 : 1) in the original construction of M˜p0,2(N, d). Successive operation of
M˜p0,2(N, gi)×CPN−1 (i = 1, 2, · · · , l(σg)) is the idea behind construction of the perturbation space.
8
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